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KATE SNOW: Richard, you’ve been there for so long. You’ve covered this conflict for so long.
This date — August 31, 2021 — will go down in history books as the end of this conflict.

RICHARD ENGEL: It will and this was a humbling day for the United States, a day of humility
for a world superpower. Afghanistan has been called the graveyard of empires. The British
empire fought in Afghanistan and withdrew in defeat. The Soviet Union occupied Afghanistan
for 10 years and withdrew in defeat. The United States fought in Afghanistan for 20 years and is
now, tonight, withdrawing, just completed its withdrawal, in defeat. This is a difficult moment
for the military. I feel for the general who — who served there, whose son served there. Many in
the military, as he described it, are feeling tremendously conflicted. This withdrawal operation
was conducted with great precision, an extraordinary operation coordinating different air forces
around the world to remove more 120,000 people from a — what was effectively an island
surrounded by the Taliban, being attacked by ISIS. But the larger story, that, after 20 years, the
world's greatest military couldn't hold on and ultimately, handed the country back to the same
extremists that they had toppled just a few weeks after 9/11. And there are lessons to be learned
here and there are lessons that will be learned and they might be learned by the wrong actors. The
reason Osama bin Laden carried out the attacks of 9/11 is he was on the ground in Afghanistan
and he watched a group — a small group — of Islamist fighters defeat the Soviet Union. And he
decided — he’s written about it, that with enough resolve, with enough determination, with
God’s good graces, Islamist fighters can take on a superpower and he took on the United States.
And the next Osama bin Laden might be watching what is happening right now and saying, it has
happened. A small group of fighters took on the United States and watched them pull out.

SNOW: Richard, it was striking to hear the general say the Taliban was pragmatic and business-
like, they defended the perimeter as the U.S. was withdrawing. What happens now to the country
left behind?

ENGEL: Well, the Taliban are in charge. Afghanistan is now the Islamic emirate run by the
Taliban. The Taliban have become one of the best-equipped armies in the world. That sounds
strange, but the amount of hardware that they were able to seize puts them in the top cat — or top
categories — top several dozen categories of best armies in the world. They will be very hard to
dislodge. The United States is not going to go back in — very unlikely to go back in and drive
them out again. So, they’re going to be there. The question is: have they learned any lessons?
Will they keep their promises? The Taliban say that, now, after this experience, they’re going to
try and engage with the world. They’re going to try to go through countries like Qatar, which are
trying to nurture them and bring them and pull them into the international community, but can
they really change? Will they change? Right now, they have been given a lesson in victory and
there will be many in the Taliban who say, “why should we change? We have just been the way
we are for the last 20 years and look where it has brought us? It has brought us to victory. It has
brought us now to the airport as they watch American forces leave. So, it will be a difficult time



for Afghanistan to come and it will be particularly difficult for a generation and I think that's —
that’s the biggest difference between what the British experience was and the Soviet experience
— 20 years — that means, for 20 yrs, the United States has offered an umbrella of protection
over Afghanistan. The average age in Afghanistan is 19, so most people in the country have
never experienced the Taliban. They only experienced what it was like to grow up under
American protection when they could hope, girls could go to school, when they could have
dreams, and now, that is gone. And they are experiencing an absolutely uncertain reality with the
Taliban back in power, making promises which may or may not be kept.

SNOW: Richard, thank you as ever.

(....)
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SNOW: Andrea you heard them say the number of U.S. citizens remaining in Afghanistan — he
said is in the low hundreds. But are there still allies? Are there still people who helped the U.S.
Forces who remain there and can't get out?

ANDREA MITCHELL: Exactly. And these Afghan translators, Afghan women, journalists,
Afghan lawyers and judges who had sent the Taliban to jails, they are still there and they've been
desperate to get out. But the private charters, the non-government non profit organizations that
we're trying to get them out after Thursday's bombing, the ISIS-K accomplished their purpose of
halting access to the airport because after that, those gates had to be closed and what you just
heard the general say is that in the last five flights over the last 12 hours there were no American
citizens on board. They couldn't get to the airport. That transition to the airport — there were
some helicopter extractions done by the military but they could not do that after the, uh, the
follow on threats from ISIS-K, that there was an imminent attack. They repelled five rocket
attacks just this morning and also of course that drone strike yesterday. So they say, he said to
just now that that really did degrade ISIS-K’s ability. But that's a real threat. He warned that they
are going to have the Taliban, which he said has been helpful and useful as you were just
pointing out to Richard, that the Taliban is now going to have their hands full because there are
the highest number of ISIS fighters right now on the ground — 2000, he said at least 2000
because they were released by the Taliban from the prisons. And that has proved and could prove
going forward to be a critical mistake because the civil war in Afghanistan could be starting now
because the Taliban is not only going to be fighting some resistance in some provinces, some
outlying provinces from Afghans, but they are going to be fighting the ISIS-K. They're using the
al-Qaeda-connected Haqqani network from Pakistan — were on the ground now as their security,
but it is a stew of terror groups that are now going to be running Afghanistan.

(....)
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SNOW: You heard the general say over and over again, the mission will continue. 

PETER ALEXANDER: Yep.

SNOW: The State Department will still try to get people out. But I wonder functionally how the
administration plans to make that happen. 

ALEXANDER: No, Kate, that's a really important question. It's one even as we were hearing
from the General there, I was hearing from those who are trying — private citizens who were
trying to get out Afghan allies of the United States, those former Marines, retired Marines and
others who served with those allies, trying to get out those members still stuck in that country.
And they were asking me, how do we do this? Where do we send them? The journey by land is
simply too dangerous. So there's some real challenges right — right now. The United Nations
earlier today acknowledging that the plight in many ways for those Afghan civilians is just
beginning. The refugee crisis, the humanitarian crisis associated with that is still a significant
issue that the Biden administration is going to have to deal with right now as it tries to resettle so
many of the tens of thousands of those who they were able to get out over the course of the last
several days and weeks. As it relates to the President himself, his public schedule is effectively
closed for the day. They announced what they call a lid, which means we are not expected to hear
or see from him today. It's likely that we would here in the form of a statement released from the
White House. Jen Psaki, the press secretary earlier saying that President Biden would address the
end of this war in the coming days, to use her words. But as we come to the end of a 20-year war,
what to so many wasn't just America's longest war, but also a forgotten war has certainly not
been forgotten to the more than 2,400 American service members who lost their lives, including
those 13 who lost their lives in the last several days. As I've been — we've been hearing from the
family members, so many of them, the average age of those 13 who lost their lives, Kate,  was
just 22, many of them just 20 years old, meaning they were just inflints [sic] — infants, barely
born just after 9 11 when American troops first arrived in Afghanistan, Kate.

SNOW: That's some perspective there, Peter, thank you so much.
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking News; America’s Longest War Ends]

TOM LLAMAS: And tonight, America's longest war is over. The final evacuation flight left
Kabul followed by the last of U.S. troops. But many American citizens remain behind. Richard
Engel has the breaking details. 

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking News; U.S. Completes Withdrawal From Afghanistan]



RICHARD ENGEL: The United States ended its 20-year war in Afghanistan today with the
conclusion of the largest noncombatant airlift in American history. 

CENTCOM GEN. FRANK MCKENZIE: I'm here to announce the completion of our withdrawal
from Afghanistan and the end of the military mission. 

ENGEL: 123,000 people flown out of the now Taliban-controlled country. The Taliban firing
barrages of celebratory gunfire after the last aircraft departed, but not all Americans were able to
get out. 

MCKENZIE: The citizens that were not brought out number in the low, very low hundreds. I
believe that we're going to be able to get those people out. 

ENGEL: It's been two decades of military deployment. 2,461 Americans killed. 1,144 NATO
allies killed. More than 48,000 Afghans killed. 300,000 Afghan soldiers trained, only to collapse
when confronted. About a trillion dollars spent and more to come to care for the wounded.
Afghanistan handed back to the very same Islamic fundamentalists the United States drove from
power just weeks after 9/11. A generation of Afghans raised with expectations of freedom and
fundamental rights under an umbrella of American protection. It all ended today. ISIS taking
parting shots, hoping to etch their dark name in history, firing rockets at the airport to no effect.
The U.S. firing back. The military says against an ISIS car bomb. Afghans say ten civilians were
killed. A war once called Operation Enduring Freedom proving to be neither enduring nor
leaving a legacy of freedom. Americans still in Kabul are being advised to lay low, shelter in
place as diplomatic efforts will continue to evacuate them through the civilian airport once it
reopens. Tom? 

LLAMAS: Richard Engel with this tough chapter in American history.


